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No. 951.--“ On recent  Improvements in  Water Meters.” By 
THOMAS TAYLORSON JOPLING. 

THE subject of Water  Meters having  recently  engaged  the atten- 
tion of this  Institution,’ and  the  merits of the best  piston and 
bucket  meters  having  been  fully  discussed, it will not be necessary, 
in  introducing  the main subject of the  present Paper,  to say more 
in  relation  to  those machines, with the construction of which 
Engineers  are very familiar, than  that  the two classes of meters 
possess certain  generic  merits, which are generally  appreciated ; 
and also  certain  generic  defects, which are apparently  inseparable 
from  them,  and have only as yet  been  partially removed. The 
merits  and defects of these two classes of meters  were concisely 
stated in a Paper2 by Mr. C. W .  Siemens, Assoc. Inst. C.E., read 
before  the  Institution of Mechanical  Engineers a t  Birmingham, 
on the  25th  January  1854. In relation to bucket  meters  he says, 
“ I t  would be interesting to add  to  the list of bucket  meters, con- 
krivances both  cheap in construction and capable of measuring 
liquids  with  accuracy, were it not that these  meters  destroy  the 
onward  pressure of the  water, and  are of necessity incumbered by 
cisterns a t  elevations  above the premises  supplied, which cisterns 
entail  great expense and  inc~nvenience.”~  And with respect to 
the piston  meter, he remarks, that  it has ‘‘ the  advantage of trans- 
mitting  the onward  pressure of the  water, and of dispensing with 
the  necessity of a cistern. On  the  other  hand  it  labours  under 
great  and peculiar  disadvantages,  partly on account of the valves 
and pistons which are employed  being  quickly  destroyed by the 

eeedings, Inst. C.E., vol. xiii. pp. 421-430. 

p. 6. 

1 Vide a Paper by Mr. David  Chadwick, read May 2, 1854, Minutes of Pro- 

3 Vide Institution of Mechanical Engineers-Proceedings, 25th January, 1854, 

Ibid., p. 8. 
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WATER METERS. 47 

sand and other  impurities  contained in  the  water, or broken by its 
impact  against  them,  and  partly on account of their  great  bulk 
and expense, in proportion to the water  measured.” 

Now, it is  the object of the present Paper  to introduce  to  the 
notice of the  Institution of Civil  Engineers, a piston meter, 
(designed and constructed by the Author,) which, it is believed, 
will in  great  part, if not wholly, meet  and remove the objections 
thus  advanced  against  meters  construct,ed on the piston, or dia- 
phragm principle. The  meter may  be  described as consisting of 
two measuring  cylinders,  set  parallel  to  each  other,  provided 
severally with a  working  piston, the  rods of which project  out of 
the  cylinders  in opposite directions, and carry at their  extremities 
a  slide valve frame, for supporting and working the slide valves 
that govern the ports of the  adjacent  cylinder.  These  measuring 
cylinders are contained  in  a  cast-iron  case, or tank,  into which the 
water  to be measured  enters  under  a  certain  pressure. The water 
passes thence  into  the  cylinders, from which, after  having  acted 
upon  one, or other of the pistons, it makes  its escape. Through the 
agency of suitable  counting  apparatus, connected with one of the 
piston rods, the  number of the  reciprocating movements of the piston 
is counted ; and thus the  quantity of water passed through  the  meter 
in a given  time,  is  indicated. Fig. 1 shows the  meter m sectional 

Fig. 1. 

I 

Jopling’s Water Meter. 

plan view, the  upper part of the  cast-iron  case  being removed to 
exhibit  the  construction and  arrangement of the  measuring cham- 

Vide Institution of Mechanical Engineers-Proceedings, 25th January, 1854, 
p. 9. 
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48 WATER METERS. 

bers, and the moving parts  in connection  with  them. The 
measuring  chambers  are  made somewhat like  ordinary  steam- 
erlgine cylinders, as respects the  inlet  and  outlet  ports:  but  in 
one of the cylinders  the  direction of the inlet  ports is inverted ; 
in  order  that  the right-hand port  may pass the water to  the left- 
hand  end of the cylinder, and  the left-hand  port to  the right-hand 
end. By this  means  the two pistons are enabled to follow each 
other  in  the  same  direction, and to  maintain the continuous action 
of the  meter without the use of cranks. The slide valves are 
pressed up  against  the  ports of the cylinder by means of springs, 
in order  to  retain  them in contact with the faces, when the  meter 
is at rest;  and  they  are  free  to remain  stationary, during  the 
greater portion of the progress of the pistons ; but  just as the 
piston of one  cylinder is completing its stroke, one of a pair of 
tappets  on  the valve frame,  carried  by  the piston rod of that 
cylinder, will strike  against  the valve  which that valve frame 
carries, and change its position  over the  ports of the  other  cylinder ; 
whereby the direction of the flow  of water  into  that  measuring 
cylinder is reversed. 

It will thus  be  understood, that  the movement of the piston of 
one cylinder will govern the supply of water to the  other  cylinder, 
and vice verd. A continuous influx and efflux  of water is thus 
effected, in the two cylinders ; and the  discharged  water from both 
cylinders meets in a common  passage, and escapes, in a continuous 
stream, from the meter. 

The manner of transmitting  the  reciprocating motion of the 
pistons to  the  index is very  simple (Fig. 2). For this purpose, 

Fig. 2. 
m 

Jopling’s Water Meter.-Index Mution. 

One of the valve frames is furnished, at the  back, with  two ribs, 
or feathers,  set  parallel to each  other, but one being in advance 
of the other. These  feathers  act  as teeth, and, in sliding back- 
wards and forwards with the piston rod,  enter  alternately  the 
t,eeth of an escape  wheel, and so drive it round  tooth  by tooth. 
The arbor of this wheel leads  through  the  water case to  the count- 
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ing  apparatus ; and  thus motion is communicated to it, without 
the  aid of pawls and ratchet wheels, or  other complex apparatus. 

From this  description of the construction and operation of the 
meter, it will be  understood that simplicity of construction  has 
been studied  throughout ; and  that  the use  of cranks, excentrics, 
and slide rods, being dispensed with, the  meter is reduced to a 
very  simple and inexpensive  machine, having  but four moving 
parts, viz., the pistons and valves of the two cylinders. Examina- 
tion of the working of the  meter will  show, that  the tendency to 
concussion,  which  was referred to in Mr. Siemens’ paper, as inci- 
dental  to all piston  meters, is, by this  arrangement,  entirely 
removed. The tappets on the slide-valve frames of the  advancing 
piston are made  to move the position of the valve,  which governs 
the ports of the cylinder, whose  piston is just completing  its  stroke ; 
and  thus to check the supply of water to the  receding side of that 
piston ; so that  the piston is brought  gradually to a state of rest. 

By  enclosing the  measuring  cylinders  in a water-tight case, as 
explained, two important  advantages  are  secured, viz. :-First, the 
pressure  (however great may be the  head of water) is equalized  on 
the  interior and exterior of the cylinders ; and  the valves  will  work 
with comparatively  little friction. The meter  may  also  be  made 
very light, and even with gutta-percha  cylinders if required ; and 
there  is  little  tendency  to  leakage. Secondly, the case, which  sus- 
tains  the  pressure of the  water  (and  may  be  made of cast  iron of 
any sufficient thickness) acts as a deposit chamber  for  sand, stonee, 
and  other extraneous  matters, which  will  have  no  tendency to  enter 
the ports, but will settle, by their own gravity, a t  the bottom of 
the case. Thus provision is made for the removal of another 
defect, hitherto considered incidental to piston  meters. 

Some merit,  on  the score of simplicity, may?  perhaps, also be 
claimed k r  the mode of converting the reciprocating motion 
derived from the piston rod,  into an intermittent  rotary motion, 
for driving  the  counting  apparatus, and  indicating  the  amount of 
water  passed through  the  measuring chambers. 

As respects the  actual  results of the working of the meters, the 
Author would  prefer the  independent expression of the experience 
of those Engineers who have used them,  particularly as they are 
comparatively of recent  introduction. He  may,  however, state, 
that Mr. Knott,  the outrdoor  manager to  the Sunderland and 
South  Shields Water Company, at whose  works the  meter  has 
been  used, says, in a communication dated  Sunderland, Sep- 
tember  18th, 1856 :- I 

‘6 In answer to your inquiry as  to how your  meters are  going on, 
I have to  report as follows :- 

6‘ You are  aware  that I connected  one of them with one of 
Parkinson’s on the  17th  July last, and one  with  another of the 

[1856-57. N.%] E 
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50 WATER METERS. 

same  maker  on  the  4th  August. I find, up  to  this date,  that with 
a slight uniform difference per cent., these  four  meters  have 
registered  -alike. 

‘‘ I also connected another of your  meters with one of Kennedy’s, 
of Kilmamock, on the  1st  August,  and find that, up to the  present 
time,  these two meters  have  registered  exactly  alike. 

U I consider, therefore, that  the  performance of your meters, 
attached to the works of this Company, to be so far  exceedingly 
satisfactory;  and from the simplicity of their construction, and 
non-liability to  derangement,  to  be  the  best  kind of high-pressure 
meter  that  has come under my notice.” 

The meter  has  also received the  verbal  commendation of several 
Hydraulic  Engineers of eminence. The  Author, therefore, with 
some  confidence, submits it to the  judgment of the Institution, as 
a step  in advance, if not a realization of what  has  been so long 
desired,  not  merely by Water Companies, but by the public.’ 

measurine  hot  as well as cold water, for steam-boiler purposes, &c. It is slightly 
Since  this  Paper was written,  the  Author  has introduced a %inch meter, for 

ment is preserved. One of the two cylinders is made of a, compara$veIy, large 
different In construction to  that described in the Paper,  though  the same arrange- 

diameter, whilst the  other is quite small, being simply employed to move the 
valve of the  larger cylinder, and  to prevent concussion. The index is moved by 
the large piston, and is made to measure the  length of stroke given by it, so as to 
insure a perfect registration, under  any pressure, or length of stroke. This meter 
occupies a  very small space.-[T. T. J., August, 1857.1 

Mr. JOPLING 
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